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A brutal introduction to secondary school football 

for the new Y7 boys in the English Schools Cup. 

This was our first fixture of the season and it was 

not the ideal start! Before the game we were still 

learning each other’s names, whilst St Aidan’s 

were on their 5
th

 game of the season. It is  

unfortunate that our Bradford league games don’t 

start until November, and within 5 minutes it was 

clear to see that we lacked understanding and  

experience in the 9-aside version of the beautiful 

game. The occasion was a little too much for some 

of our boys and the nerves got the better of them 

– a couple of early goals conceded led to some 

frustration creeping in.  

We sat down at half-time and talked about the positives. We needed to remain committed and, although 

we might not be able to outplay the opposition, we had to outwork them. The boys kept on battling in 

the second half whilst coach Cheetham tinkered with formations and personnel to try and find the best 

balance to the team.  We had our chances, but it just wasn’t working out as we would have hoped. At the 

end of the game we made sure we finished off in typical SBSJ fashion – shaking everyone’s hand and  

ensuring that we look forward to the next challenge. Man of the match: Reuben Lopata-White  

We only had 24 hours to wait for our next challenge – some managers might complain about lack of  

recovery time, but it was a great opportunity to tackle some of the issues from last night. Our West  

Yorkshire cup fixture was a close affair and we were very unfortunate not to progress into the next 

round. For 20 minutes of the game we dominated with Sahil Bashir, Max Palmer and Sam Adams causing 

all kinds of problems for the opposition in a new 4-1-3 formation! We took the lead with a great finish by 

Sahil, but we couldn’t capitalise any further on our dominance. Ryburn grabbed two goals from nowhere 

to take a 2-1 lead and we lost our way a little as we made five changes from the subs bench. We  

equalised early in the second half through Sam Adams, but as we pushed for the winner, we were caught 

out defensively and Ryburn took the victory. Man of the match – Sahil Bashir (dribbling like Messi!) 

Now this is what school football is all about!  An absolute thriller of 

a contest that gave most of these boys their first ever official  

football match.  

The smile on Phillip's face when he was told he had made the team 

and then his desire to know if his  performance had got him into the 

'A' squad made it all worthwhile. This was an end-to-end game that 

was not for the purists - at one point the Oasis team manager 

(School Principal) had put on all his  substitutes, yet failed to take 

off any of his other players, leaving 12v9 players on the already 

cramped pitch. Our boys were so determined that they failed to notice (or were  maybe too polite to say 

anything!). Igors (front centre on the proudest team photo I have ever seen) and Franc were solid at the 

back, Liam pulled the strings in midfield and Ubong fired us to victory up front. Ryan (who had just 

turned up to watch, but had his kit and boots in his bag - so got himself a game!) made some lovely pass-

es on the wing. They loved it - I am sure you could hear the wild celebrations half way across Bradford! 
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This was a quieter affair, but no less competitive. 

The coach had rested SBSJ's two academy players 

(one of which came to watch to cheers the boys on) 

and gave debuts to Declan and Israel. A close first 

half (shooting into the bigger of the two goals) saw 

our possession give the SBSJ A team a 2-1  

advantage. Max and Declan demonstrating real 

quality on the ball and Awaal using his tremendous 

physical atttributes to stop the opposition counter 

attack on more than one occasion. We continued to 

press high up the pitch in the second half and this 

provided many other scoring opportunities to  

enable a comfortable victory.                    . 

Well done boys! Match reports by Mr P Cheetham 

 

Our first match report is from our away trip to Thornton Grammar for their second game of the  

season and as you can see from the result we came away with an emphatic victory. On a huge pitch from 

the very first minute SBSJ dominated the possession with some slick passing and quick  

movement and it was evident straight away the gulf in class between the teams. More surprisingly though 

was the fact it took us 12 minutes to find the opening goal as 4 or 5 easy chances went astray, but as 

soon as the first goal went in the floodgates then opened. 4 goals were scored in the half, 3 by Isa Khan 

(with his 3rd a rabona style shot from the by-line, which I've no idea how it went in) and 1 from Michael 

Naval.  

At half time and 4 goals up the was game won, so changes were made for the 2nd half in order to give all 

the lads plenty of minutes on the pitch and a new experimental formation of 3-4-1-2 was also tried out. 

Thankfully this didn't effect the flow of the game after the break as a further 6 goals were converted by 

Adam Terrelonge (3), Michael Naval, Gaudric Totap and Jack Leach and such was the dominance from 

SBSJ we even managed to miss TWO Penalties in the half as Cayden Green and Bukumni Iluyomade both 

failed to find the target from 12 yards out!!! 

Overall though it was a satisfying evenings work and a good warm up for next match when we  

entertained Wardle Academy Rochdale in the 2nd Round of the English Schools Cup.  

Man of the match—Isa Khan  

 

 

Tonight the year 9 team took on the unknown in Wardle Academy from Rochdale in the 2nd Round of the 

English Schools Cup. Setting up in the new formation of 3412 the lads started the game apprehensively 

and looked a little shaky at the back as Wardle took an early lead. The second goal came soon after when 

poor marking in the box left their attacker unmarked to get a header home. At this point and 2 nil down 

after only 11 minutes the worst was feared and Wardle soon added number three when more defensive 

frailties gifted another goal. To their credit SBSJ never gave up and with a sense that the game had now 

gone they started to impose themselves on their opposition. This was rewarded when a nice through ball 

from Kace Rose-Green was finished confidently by Isa Khan. Joy was short-lived though as a goalkeeping 

error let Wardle score their fourth just before half time. 

At the half time break it was evident changes had to be made to tighten up the frail defensive line so Jack 

Leach and James Gallucci dropped back from midfield allowing Cayden Green and Gaudric Totap to come 

into midfield while the 2 Gabriel's came off for a rest, with the objective of the 2nd half to keep a clean 

sheet. The boys though nearly went one step further in the half, and it certainly belonged to them as they 

pushed Wardle back. A further 2 goals from Isa to complete his hatrick gave us hope of pushing on for 

extra time and I think if the game had continued for a further few minutes then that would certainly have 

been the case as another goal was on the cards. However it wasn't to be as time ran out and ultimately 

our first half performance had cost us the game and the opportunity to make progress in a National 

Competition. 

I was proud of the fighting spirit on display today especially at 4-1 down and this team can still be 

pleased with the progress they have made since year 7 and I would like to thank Mrs Saj Hussain for  

refereeing for us. There's no let up in the fixtures though and we will have an early chance to put things 

right with our next match when we travel to Bradford Academy.                              . 

Once again the man of the Match goes to Isa Khan.  



 St Bede’s and St Joseph’s Catholic College are the largest 

Catholic Secondary School in England and have some of 

the most successful sports teams in the county. As a  

successful business in the local area we would like to offer 

companies the opportunity to sponsor one of our teams.  

Along with your trade mark/website on the kit we would 

ensure your company name and any links to your website 

were included on our website.  

Presentation of the kit would also be a key feature in our 

many media outlets, Newsletter, Website, Facebook and 

Twitter. 

If you would like further information on this fantastic opportunity to advertise your   

business and support our teams then please contact: Mr Paul Cheetham  

      mmmmEmail:  pcheetham@sbsj.co.uk 

Our girls once again attended Belle Vue for the 

second evening of fixtures in the Open Age 

Netball League. Once again they did not fail to 

impress with two resounding victories this has 

put them a step closer to being league  

winners. With only one match left to play 

against Hanson. 

Their first match was against UAK. Some  

outstanding shooting from Gabrielle Doyle and 

Katie Pattison resulted in a score of  

The play elsewhere on court 

was strong confident and the opposition just 

could not keep up. 

Their second fixture was against Dixon’s Kings 

where again the dominated from the outset. 

Katie Pattison again showing her outstanding 

shooting ability.            . 

The final score being . 

What a performance and what a result. Right from 

the first whistle, we dominated midfield and quickly 

got ourselves into the lead through a  

cross-come-shot from Alex Gibson. A lucky way to 

take the lead yet very much deserved. We do struggle 

with a lack of presence in the final third and despite 

both Cokewright’s getting plenty of the ball, nothing 

came of some fantastic field position.  

Ermysted's pulled level with a strike of real quality 

from  distance, reminding us that this outfit were a 

quality team. Whilst the lads were disappointed to 

concede, I reminded them of the quality of our  

opponent and the fact we were battering them in 

every department.  SBSj rallied and went back in 

front on the stroke of half time. Tom Cokewright 

with some excellent play on the wing to cross 

for little Jack Simpson to volley home.    

This left us 2-1 at half time. 

The 2nd half was much the same. 

We quickly increased our lead when 

a f t e r  a  g o a l  m o u t h  

scramble the ball fell kindly to our  

midfield general, Cameron Brewster, who struck a 

beautiful, curling, left foot shot into the far top  

corner. Great Goal !!! With the game dying out, SBSJ 

changed formation to set up a  counter attacking 

style.  

This paid off in the dying stages as a break away 

from Tom Cokewright released brother Theo who 

calmly finished an electrifying counter attack.                             

. 
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